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OVERVIEW 
  
Our Scripture today is the story of Cain and Abel. Pastor Hurmon used this story to draw lessons on the violent 
culture and mass shootings in the US. A recent sermon used Jeremiah 29:7 to call us to seek peace and 
prosperity (thriving in our lives). Our NBCC congregation has adopted and volunteered at Henry Ford elementary 
school in the underfunded Redwood City school district. This is our way to love and serve our community. We do 
it in the spirit of God’s extravagant and unconditional generosity. We try to be peacemakers. The mass shooters, 
like Cain, are caught in a toxic and dangerous spiral of hatred of their own making.  

 
 
KEY POINTS 

1) Violence is pervasive around us. The mass shootings in El Paso and Dayton occurred the same weekend 
Chicago experienced 7 homicides and dozens wounded in crossfire between urban gangs. The violence 
is a product of the hopelessness of brown and black people in the ghetto. The news coverage of all this 
violence can make us feel powerless, angry, downcast -- put us in a dark place. The news today offers a 
“slice of analysis” which tells us who to be angry at. Where is trusted anchorman Walter Cronkite when 
we need him? Better than tuning to the news is meeting with the church community: the ultimate antidote 
to polarization and insanity; the symbol of the possibility of hope and love. 

2) Yes, we can have diverse opinions. But we first have to acknowledge that we have a sinful nature & that 
we are part of the problem. We are always tempted to eliminate God from the formula of our lives. Cain 
actually had a good life, but he was consumed with anger and self-pity. His problem was nobody’s fault 
but his own. He had a (likely self-made) problem with his crops and thus “borrowed” livestock from across 
the land to make an offering. He blamed his brother Abel for being the source of his problems. “Everybody 
is mistreating me, yet I am innocent.” In the same way, mass shooters accuse “the other” and see 
themselves as the victims of both seeing and blind malevolent forces.  

3) Cain carries out premeditated murder on his brother Abel. First he dehumanized him, just like murderers 
have dehumanized women, Hispanics, gays, Jews in social media proclamations before going on a 
rampage of harm and violence against them. The same has happened throughout history in the 
Holocaust, the Armenian Genocide, Rwanda, Bosnia, against Native Americans… The mass shooter is 
the archetype of what we can become, individually and when society falls apart. 

4) Violence dehumanizes us too. Cain is left a wanderer full of self-loathing after the murder. “Whoever finds 
me will kill me.” His life is a worthless inferno. People who are resigned to relationships of extreme abuse 
and neglect often use the same rationale to justify their plight. Yet our history does not define our future. 
The brain is malleable. God puts a grace mark on Cain, and wants him to be a penitent but not another 
victim. Romans 5:8-9 saves us from condemnation & shows us the path out of dehumanization. We can 
have peace within ourselves and with others. 

 
 DISCUSSION  

1) HEAR - Discern your heart. How have you reacted to the violence in the country? Have you been a 
peacemaker, trying to build bridges with people of different viewpoints and experiences? Have you been 
purposeful about avoiding polarization?  

2) UNDERSTAND  -  Search your soul for patterns of behavior and thought where you revert to acting like a 
victim and feel disinclined to accept responsibility. 

3) DO - List three “second chances” in your life and the lives of others where grace and redemption have 
shown the way.  
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